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Abstract: In this study, an electrochemical-assisted ferric ion/persulfate (EC/Fe$^{3+}$/PS) process was proposed to degrade bezafibrate (BZF), a widespread hypolipidemic drug, in water. By promoting the reduction of Fe$^{3+}$ to Fe$^{2+}$ at the cathode, the introduction of an electric field successfully overcomes the limitation of non-regenerable Fe$^{2+}$ inherent in Fe$^{2+}$/PS systems, significantly improving the degradation efficiency of BZF. The predominant reactive species identified were •OH and SO$_4^{2-}$, with O$_2$ also playing a role. Various key operational parameters were investigated and optimized, including the current intensity, Fe$^{3+}$ dosage, PS concentration, and initial pH. With a current intensity of 50 mA, an Fe$^{3+}$ concentration of 50 µM, a PS dosage of 50 µM, and an initial pH of 3, the degradation efficiency of BZF demonstrated an exceptional achievement, reaching up to 98.8% within 30 min. The influence of anions and humic acid was also assessed. An LC/TOF/MS analysis revealed four major degradation pathways of BZF: hydroxylation, amino bond cleavage, dechlorination, and fibrate chain removal. The acute and chronic toxicities of BZF and its degradation intermediates were then assessed using the ECOSAR program. These findings highlight the wide-ranging applications of the EC/Fe$^{3+}$/PS system and its potential for remediating water contaminated with micropollutants.
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1. Introduction

Since the 1970s, traces of pharmaceuticals and personal care products (PPCPs) have been detected in various water systems [1]. These substances are of increasing concern due to their potential adverse health and ecological effects on aquatic ecosystems [2]. The concentration levels of PPCPs in natural water range from ng/L to µg/L [3]. Their persistence, resistance to degradation, and potential for bioaccumulation raise concerns about the safety of aquatic and terrestrial life [1]. Among these PPCPs, fibrate pharmaceuticals are widely prescribed for lipid regulation, especially in developed countries, with an estimated annual consumption of hundreds of tons [4]. Bezafibrate (BZF) is one of the most commonly used fibrate pharmaceuticals [5] and is frequently detected in both wastewater treatment plants and natural water bodies. For instance, BZF concentrations as high as 62.8 ng/L have been reported at a wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) in Beijing, China [6]. Additionally, BZF concentrations of 78.4 ng/L and 27 ng/L have been detected in drinking water treatment plants in Spain and Germany, respectively [7,8]. BZF has been identified as a potential endocrine disruptor [5]. Chronic exposure to certain concentrations of BZF can potentially cause myotoxic effects in specific human cell lines, endocrine disruption in male zebrafish, and the suppression of bioluminescence activity in Aliivibrio fischeri, among other detri-
mental impacts [9]. Conventional water treatment techniques often fail to completely eliminate PPCPs, including BZF, from wastewater. Thus, it is crucial to explore more efficient strategies to address the presence of these contaminants in water.

Reactive oxygen species (ROS)-mediated advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) have demonstrated substantial efficacy in addressing the issue of PPCP contamination in water bodies through the generation and utilization of ROS entities, including the hydroxyl radical (•OH), sulfate radical (SO₄•⁻), singlet oxygen (¹O₂), etc. SO₄•⁻-based AOPs have garnered considerable interest for the remediation of contaminated water. Compared to •OH, SO₄•⁻ possesses a higher redox potential (2.5–3.1 V) and a longer lifespan (30–40 µs). Furthermore, SO₄•⁻ displays selective reactions and demonstrates heightened responsiveness towards certain functional groups, including anilinic, carboxylic, and phenolic groups [10]. Sodium persulfate (Na₂S₂O₈, PS) is commonly used as a source of SO₄•⁻, benefiting from its features, including its economical price, high stability, and the generation of less harmful byproducts [11]. PS typically requires activation to produce SO₄•⁻, and there are various known activation methods, including heat, ultraviolet (UV) irradiation, high pH, transition metals, electrochemical processes, and ultrasound [12]. Among these methods, the utilization of ferrous ions (Fe²⁺) as a PS activator has become prominent due to its cost-effectiveness, high reactivity, and environmentally friendly characteristics [13].

In a study carried out by Wang et al., the degradation of acetaminophen (ACT) in the Fe²⁺/PS process was investigated, and it was found that the optimal molar ratio of Fe²⁺ to PS for ACT removal was 5:4 [14]. Under these optimal conditions, the Fe²⁺/PS system demonstrated a removal efficiency of over 70% for ACT within 30 min. Li et al. conducted research examining the degradation of 2,4-dinitrotoluene via the Fe²⁺/PS process [15]. The results showed that the degradation process unfolded in two clearly delineated stages: an initial rapid reaction, followed by a slower one. Moreover, it was found that a PS-to-Fe²⁺ molar ratio below five favored the degradation of 2,4-dinitrotoluene.

However, the activation of PS by Fe²⁺ has certain intrinsic shortcomings. On one hand, an inadequate amount of Fe²⁺ can lead to a suboptimal activation of PS, thereby diminishing the removal efficiency of the target contaminants. On the other hand, an excessive amount of Fe²⁺ ultimately transforms into a large amount of Fe³⁺. This excess Fe³⁺ tends to precipitate as insoluble iron hydroxides, leading to a substantial production of iron sludge [16]. Moreover, excess Fe²⁺ can also consume the available SO₄•⁻ and/or •OH in the Fe²⁺/PS system, which are necessary for degrading target pollutants. Therefore, accelerating the Fe³⁺/Fe²⁺ redox cycle within the reaction system presents an efficient strategy to address the aforementioned challenges associated with the Fe²⁺/PS system [17]. In order to accelerate the conversion of Fe³⁺ to Fe²⁺, several effective measures, such as the addition of reducing reagents, the introduction of UV light, and the application of electrochemistry techniques, have been successfully implemented. For instance, ascorbic acid has been shown to effectively enhance the recycling of Fe³⁺ to Fe²⁺, thereby sustaining a high level of Fe²⁺ during the activation of PS [18]. The decolorization effectiveness of the dye Orange G in a Fe²⁺-ethylene diamine disuccinic acid (EDDS)-activated PS process was significantly improved with the addition of hydroxylamine [19]. This improvement is attributed to EDDS’s ability to decelerate the formation of iron sludge and, in conjunction with hydroxylamine, to expedite the transformation of Fe³⁺ to Fe²⁺, ultimately boosting the performance of PS. Wang et al. discovered that when subjected to UV radiation, the photo-Fenton system (Fe³⁺/EDDS/H₂O₂/UV or Fe³⁺/EDDS/PS/UV) was more effective in eliminating p-hydroxyphenylacetic acid (p-HPA) than the Fenton process. This enhanced performance can be ascribed to the accelerated production of Fe²⁺ triggered by the UV irradiation [20]. However, introducing reducing agents may pose an ecological burden due to the potential toxicity of these additional reductants. In actual water matrices, especially those with high turbidity, the efficacy of photoreduction is notably diminished. Nevertheless, the application of an electric field can facilitate the efficient reduction of Fe²⁺ even in complex water matrix conditions.
\[
\text{Fe}^{3+} + e^- \rightarrow \text{Fe}^{2+} \quad (1)
\]
\[
\text{Fe}^{2+} + S_2O_8^{2-} \rightarrow \text{Fe}^{3+} + SO_4^{2-} + SO_4^{2-} \quad (2)
\]
\[
S_2O_8^{2-} + e^- \rightarrow SO_4^{2-} + SO_4^{2-} \quad (3)
\]
\[
O_2(g) + 2H^+ + 2e^- \rightarrow H_2O_2 \quad (4)
\]
\[
\text{Fe}^{2+} + H_2O_2 \rightarrow \text{Fe}^{3+} + \cdot\text{OH} + \text{OH}^- \quad (5)
\]

Integrating electrochemical techniques with the Fe\textsuperscript{2+}/PS system allows for the regeneration of Fe\textsuperscript{2+} via a cathodic reduction reaction (Equation (1)), thereby sustaining the redox cycle between Fe\textsuperscript{3+} and Fe\textsuperscript{2+} and enabling the sustained activation of PS to produce \textit{SO}\textsuperscript{4}\textit{●−} while maintaining an appropriate concentration of Fe\textsuperscript{2+} (Equation (2)) [21]. Additionally, EC can directly activate PS to yield \textit{SO}\textsuperscript{4}\textit{●−} (Equation (3)) [22]. Moreover, H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2} can be generated through the electrolysis of water at the cathode surface (Equation (4)), and then additional \cdot\text{OH} can be formed according to Equation (5) [23,24]. Therefore, the goals of this study are to (1) explore the effectiveness of an electrochemical-assisted Fe\textsuperscript{2+}/persulfate system (EC/Fe\textsuperscript{3+}/PS) for the degradation of bezafibrate in water, (2) identify the predominant reactive species in the EC/Fe\textsuperscript{3+}/PS system, (3) estimate and optimize the main operational conditions affecting the degradation of BZF in the EC/Fe\textsuperscript{3+}/PS process, such as the current intensity, PS concentration, Fe\textsuperscript{3+} dosage, and initial pH level, (4) examine the impact of various water matrix constituents like HCO\textsubscript{3}−, Cl\textsuperscript{−} and HA on BZF degradation performance, and (5) propose potential degradation pathways and assess the toxicity of these breakdown products by employing the ECOSAR program, with reference to the identified compounds.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Chemicals and Reagents

Bezafibrate (BZF, ≥99.0%), sodium persulfate (Na\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{8}, PS), ethanol (EtOH, ≥99.5%), tert-butanol (TBA, ≥98.0%), humic acid (HA, ≥90.0%), methyl phenyl sulfoxide (PMSO, ≥98.0%), methyl phenyl sulfone (PMSO\textsubscript{2}, ≥97.0%), isopropanol (IPA, ≥98.0%), and furfuryl alcohol (FFA, ≥98.0%) were purchased from Aladdin Chemicals (Shanghai, China). Ferric sulfate (Fe\textsubscript{2}(SO\textsubscript{4})\textsubscript{3}, ≥99.0%), anhydrous sodium sulfate (Na\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4}, ≥99.0%), sulfuric acid (H\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4}, ≥95.0%), sodium hydroxide (NaOH, ≥96.0%), sodium chloride (NaCl, ≥99.8%), sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO\textsubscript{3}, ≥99.5%), and 1,10-phenanthroline (C\textsubscript{12}H\textsubscript{8}N\textsubscript{2}, ≥97.0%) were obtained from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). HPLC-grade acetonitrile, supplied by Merck (Darmstadt, Germany), was used as the mobile phase. Experimental solutions were prepared using pure water generated from a Milli-Q purification system (Millipore, Milford, MA, USA).

2.2. Experimental Procedures

The degradation experiment was performed in an undivided 300 mL glass reactor (see Figure 1). A commercially available mixed metal oxide plate (Ti-IrO\textsubscript{2}/RuO\textsubscript{2}, DSA) measuring 2.0 cm in width and 4.0 cm in height was used as the anode in the electrolytic cell. A carbon felt plate of the same dimensions was employed as the cathode. The two electrode plates were vertically immersed in water, maintaining a distance of 2.5 cm between them. The required constant current was supplied by a DC power supply
The reaction temperature was maintained at 20 ± 1 °C using a constant-temperature water flow circulating within a jacketed glass beaker. Then, 250 mL of reaction solution was initially prepared by mixing predetermined concentrations of BZF and ferric sulfate. The initial solution pH was adjusted to the desired level using H$_2$SO$_4$ or NaOH. After adding a certain amount of PS, the DC power supply was turned on to initiate the electrolysis reaction. Samples were taken at intervals of 0, 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 min, respectively. These samples were immediately quenched with an excess of methanol and filtered through a 0.45 µm filter membrane before analysis. All experiments were replicated thrice.

![Scheme of the experimental equipment.](image)

**Figure 1.** Scheme of the experimental equipment.

### 2.3. Analytical Methods

A quantitative assessment of the BZF, PMSO, and PMSO$_2$ concentrations was carried out via a Waters e2695 HPLC system (Waters, Milford, MA, USA), which was fitted with an UV detection unit. The detection wavelengths utilized were 235 nm for BZF, 230 nm for PMSO, and 215 nm for PMSO$_2$, respectively. The chromatographic column used was a Waters Symmetry C18 column (4.6 mm × 250 mm, 5 µm, Waters, Milford, MA, USA). The mobile phase for BZF comprised a blend of acetonitrile and formic acid solution (0.1%) (70:30, v/v), flowing at a rate of 0.80 mL/min. For PMSO and PMSO$_2$, the mobile phases consisted of acetonitrile and water mixtures (PMSO: 28:72, v/v, PMSO$_2$: 40:60, v/v) at a flow rate of 0.80 mL/min. The concentration of Fe$^{2+}$ was measured employing the 1,10-phenanthroline colorimetric assay, utilizing a UV-vis spectrophotometer [25].

The intermediate products of BZF were analyzed using an LC/TOF/MS system, which included an Agilent 1290 UPLC unit paired with 6550 quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometry (Q-TOF, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). The separation was achieved on a Waters BEH C18 column (2.1 × 100 mm, 1.7 µm, Waters, Milford, MA, USA). Mobile phase A was 0.1% formic acid in pure water, while mobile phase B was acetonitrile. The elution began with a 5% B composition and lasted for 2 min. Then, it was gradually increased linearly to 95% B over a period of 15 min and maintained at 95% B for 5 min. Subsequently, the elution composition was reduced to 5% B in the next 1 min and kept at 5% B for another 7 min. The flow rate was kept constant at 0.3 mL/min. The spray voltage for ESI(+) and ESI(−) was set at 4000 V and −3200 V, respectively. The temperature for the sheath gas was regulated to 350 °C, with the flow of the sheath gas adjusted to 12 L/min.

### 3. Results and Discussion

#### 3.1. Removal of BZF under Different Systems

The removal efficiency of BZF at a pH of 3.0 using various processes, namely PS alone, EC alone, Fe$^{3+}$ alone, EC/PS, and EC/Fe$^{3+}$/PS, was initially investigated, and the results are illustrated in Figure 2. It was evident that the use of either PS or Fe$^{3+}$ alone was ineffective in
the removal of BZF, revealing that under the tested conditions, neither PS oxidation nor ferric hydroxide flocs were capable of eliminating BZF in water. However, the removal efficiency of BZF by EC alone was more pronounced, reaching 41.9% within 30 min. This could be attributed to the direct electron transfer (DET) mechanisms occurring on the surface of the Ti/RuO₂-IrO₂ anode, coupled with the generation of •OH, according to Equation (6). Furthermore, incorporating PS into the EC process led to a notable increase in the BZF removal efficiency, reaching 63.8%, probably due to the generation of SO₄•⁻ through the electron transfer reaction described in Equation (3). Remarkably, the introduction of both PS and Fe³⁺ into the EC system facilitated a near-complete removal of BZF, with an efficiency of 98.8% achieved within 30 min. With the EC addition, the generation of SO₄•⁻ was augmented not only through the direct electron transfer reaction but also via the activation of PS by Fe²⁺, which is continuously regenerated from Fe³⁺ at the cathode [21]. Thus, a reduction cycle from Fe³⁺ to Fe²⁺ is realized in the proposed EC/Fe³⁺/PS system, maintaining an appropriate Fe²⁺ level that continuously activates PS to produce SO₄•⁻. Meanwhile, •OH is also generated, as explained in Equations (7) and (8) [26].

\[
H₂O \rightarrow •OH + •H \tag{6}
\]

\[
SO₄^{2−} + H₂O \rightarrow SO₄^{2−} + •OH + H⁺ \tag{7}
\]

\[
SO₄^{2−} + OH⁻ \rightarrow SO₄^{2−} + •OH \tag{8}
\]

Since Fe²⁺ plays a key role in the activation of PS, and the regeneration rate of Fe²⁺ is essential for maintaining excellent degradation performance in the EC/Fe²⁺/PS system, investigating the variation in iron species concentrations during the reaction is necessary. Figure 3 illustrates the changes in the concentrations of different valence states of iron in the solution during the reaction. The concentration of Fe²⁺ consistently decreased in the EC/Fe²⁺/PS process, while the concentration of Fe³⁺ gradually increased. For example, in the initial 15 min, the concentration of Fe²⁺ increased from 0 to 21.7 µM and then remained around 25 µM until the end of the reaction, indicating a relatively high conversion efficiency of Fe²⁺ to Fe³⁺ in the system. The total Fe concentration initially showed a slow decrease and then stabilized over time, which can be attributed to the deposition of some
iron ions on the surface of the carbon felt (CF) cathode. The stable concentration of total Fe in the solution at the end of the reaction may be due to the adsorption saturation of CF.

Figure 3. Changes in the concentrations of Fe$^{2+}$, Fe$^{3+}$, and total Fe during the EC/Fe$^{3+}$/PS process. Conditions: [BZF]$_0$ = 10 µM, [Fe$^{3+}$]$_0$ = 50 µM, [PS]$_0$ = 50 µM, current intensity = 50 mA, [Na$_2$SO$_4$]$_0$ = 25 mM, and initial pH = 3.

3.2. Effect of Operational Condition

3.2.1. Current Intensity

The introduction of an electric field into the Fe$^{3+}$/PS system can foster the sustainability of the conversion of Fe$^{3+}$ to Fe$^{2+}$. Meanwhile, it can also directly induce PS to produce reactive species. Thus, the effect of different current intensities on BZF degradation in the EC/Fe$^{3+}$/PS system was examined. As depicted in Figure 4a, increasing the current intensity from 10 to 50 mA led to a corresponding increase in the BZF removal efficiency, escalating from 87.8% to 98.8%. However, further increasing the current intensity led to a decrease in the removal efficiency, especially at extremely high current intensities. For example, when the current intensity reached 400 mA, the removal efficiency decreased to 36.9%. A previous study also indicated that there is an optimum current value for the electrochemical combined Fe$^{3+}$/PMS process [27].
Figure 4. BZF removal under different (a) current intensities; (b) Fe\(^{3+}\) concentrations; (c) PS dosages; and (d) initial pH values in the EC/Fe\(^{3+}\)/PS system. Conditions: [BZF]\(_0\) = 10 µM, [Na\(_2\)SO\(_4\)]\(_0\) = 25 mM, and (a) [Fe\(^{3+}\)]\(_0\) = 50 µM, [PS]\(_0\) = 50 µM, current intensity = 10–400 mA, and initial pH = 3; (b) [Fe\(^{3+}\)]\(_0\) = 10–200 µM, [PS]\(_0\) = 50 µM, current intensity = 50 mA, and initial pH = 3; (c) [Fe\(^{3+}\)]\(_0\) = 50 µM, [PS]\(_0\) = 10–150 µM, current intensity = 50 mA, and initial pH = 3; and (d) [Fe\(^{3+}\)]\(_0\) = 50 µM, [PS]\(_0\) = 50 µM, current intensity = 50 mA, and initial pH = 3–9.

The promoting effect of elevated current intensity can be attributed to three factors. Firstly, a higher current intensity accelerates the transformation of Fe\(^{3+}\) to Fe\(^{2+}\) (Equation (1)), leading to an increased activation of PS and the generation of more SO\(_4^{-}\)\(_{\bullet}\). Secondly, higher current intensities promote the reduction reaction of dissolved oxygen in water to produce H\(_2\)O\(_2\) (Equation (4)), which can react with Fe\(^{2+}\) to form an electro-Fenton reaction
and generate more •OH (Equation (5)). Thirdly, the direct activation of PS by EC is also expected to be enhanced under higher current intensities. However, when the current intensity was further increased from 50 to 200 and 400 mA, the degradation efficiency of BZF decreased. This phenomenon can be attributed to the generation of higher amounts of Fe$^{2+}$ at a higher applied current. Consequently, the excess Fe$^{2+}$ might have functioned as radical scavengers, thereby competing with BZF for SO$_4^{\cdot-}$ and •OH (Equations (9) and (10)) [28,29]. Additionally, higher current intensities may promote the formation of iron hydroxide precipitation, leading to the consumption of iron species [30].

$$\text{Fe}^{2+} + \text{SO}_4^{\cdot-} \rightarrow \text{Fe}^{3+} + \text{SO}_4^{2-}$$ \hspace{1cm} (9)

$$\text{Fe}^{2+} + \cdot\text{OH} \rightarrow \text{Fe}^{3+} + \text{OH}^-$$ \hspace{1cm} (10)

3.2.2. Fe$^{3+}$ Concentration

The influence of varying Fe$^{3+}$ concentrations on the degradation efficiency of BZF was also examined (Figure 4b). Elevating the Fe$^{3+}$ concentration from 10 to 50 µM led to an enhancement in the BZF degradation efficiency, rising from 91.8% to 98.8% within 30 min. This enhancement is likely due to the augmented concentration of Fe$^{2+}$ via cathodic reduction, which facilitates the activation of PS. Nevertheless, as the Fe$^{3+}$ concentration further rose from 50 to 100 and 200 µM, the degradation efficiency of BZF significantly decreased from 98.8% to 46.4% and 27.5%. The decline in the BZF degradation efficiency was due to the higher Fe$^{2+}$ concentrations resulting from the reduction of Fe$^{3+}$, leading to the inhibition of SO$_4^{\cdot-}$ and •OH accumulation because of their consumption by excess Fe$^{2+}$ (Equations (9) and (10)) [29]. Therefore, an appropriate concentration of Fe$^{3+}$ is important for the optimal performance of the EC/Fe$^{3+}$/PS system.

3.2.3. PS Dosage

The effect of varying PS dosages on BZF degradation in the EC/Fe$^{3+}$/PS process was examined, with the results displayed in Figure 4c. It was observed that there was an optimal PS dosage for achieving the highest degradation efficiency of BZF. Although the final removal efficiency was similar for different PS dosages, there was an optimal PS dosage for the initial BZF degradation rate (µM/min), which was determined by calculating the change in concentration during the initial 2.5 min and the PS dosage in the range of 10 to 150 µM. Specifically, with the increase in the PS concentration from 10 to 50 µM, the initial degradation rate of BZF rose from 0.054 µM/min to 0.63 µM/min. However, as the PS dosage further rose to 150 µM, the initial degradation rate of BZF decreased to 0.45 µM/min. At PS dosages lower than 50 µM, more SO$_4^{\cdot-}$ was generated due to PS serving as a precursor for SO$_4^{\cdot-}$ in the EC/Fe$^{3+}$/PS process. However, when the PS dosage exceeded 50 µM, excess SO$_4^{\cdot-}$ underwent self-quenching reactions or reacted with PS and •OH, as shown in Equations (11)–(13) [14]. Consequently, there was a reduced concentration of radicals available for the degradation of BZF.

$$\text{SO}_4^{\cdot-} + \text{SO}_4^{\cdot-} \rightarrow \text{S}_2\text{O}_8^{2-}$$ \hspace{1cm} (11)

$$\text{SO}_4^{\cdot-} + \text{S}_2\text{O}_8^{2-} \rightarrow \text{SO}_4^{2-} + \text{S}_2\text{O}_8^{\cdot-}$$ \hspace{1cm} (12)

$$\cdot\text{OH} + \text{S}_2\text{O}_8^{2-} \rightarrow \text{S}_2\text{O}_8^{\cdot-} + \text{OH}^-$$ \hspace{1cm} (13)
3.2.4. Initial pH

The solution pH is recognized as a pivotal factor that significantly impacts BZF degradation in the EC/Fe\textsuperscript{3+}/PS process, as it greatly affects the form of iron species and the formation of Fe\textsuperscript{3+}-hydroxyl complexes [31]. The degradation of BZF was investigated across an initial pH range of 3–9, with the results illustrated in Figure 4d. It was observed that the degradation efficiency of BZF monotonically decreased from 98.8% to 49.7% as the initial pH rose from 3 to 9, indicating that a lower pH was found to be more advantageous for effectively removing BZF. This is because at higher pH values above 4, Fe\textsuperscript{3+} ions are prone to precipitate, forming Fe(OH)\textsubscript{3} precipitates [19,31,32]. Meanwhile, at relatively high pH values, the soluble concentration of Fe\textsuperscript{2+} is also reduced, which affects the activation of PS. Furthermore, the cathodic reduction of iron ions is impeded in alkaline media, which additionally obstructs BZF degradation [33].

3.3. Identification of Reactive Species

Experiments to determine the primary reactive species in the EC/Fe\textsuperscript{3+}/PS system were carried out through radical scavenging assays, utilizing the variance in reaction rate constants among quencher compounds and free radicals. It is commonly recognized that SO\textsubscript{4}●\textsuperscript{-}, •OH, and 1O\textsubscript{2} are the oxidizing species involved in PS activation. Tert-butanol (TBA) is capable of selectively scavenging •OH with a second-order rate constant of up to \((3.8–8.2) \times 10^8 \text{ M}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1}\) [34]. In order to scavenge both SO\textsubscript{4}●\textsuperscript{-} and •OH, isopropanol (IPA) was employed due to its high reactivity with both species \(k_{\text{SO}_4, \text{IPA}} = (6.0–8.2) \times 10^9 \text{ M}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1}\) [34]. Therefore, the impact of different concentrations of IPA and TBA on BZF degradation within the EC/Fe\textsuperscript{3+}/PS system was examined, and the corresponding outcomes are depicted in Figure 5. As seen, the degradation efficiency of BZF in the EC/Fe\textsuperscript{3+}/PS process significantly decreased from 98.8% to 49.4% and 29.3%, respectively, with the addition of 1 mM of TBA and IPA. When the scavenger concentration was further increased to 10 and 20 mM, the BZF degradation efficiency decreased to 19.1% and 6.5% with the addition of TBA and to 9.4% and 0.5% with the addition of IPA, respectively. These findings suggest that both SO\textsubscript{4}●\textsuperscript{-} and •OH coexist in the EC/Fe\textsuperscript{3+}/PS system and are the primary radicals responsible for BZF degradation, with •OH playing a more significant role than SO\textsubscript{4}●\textsuperscript{-}.

![Figure 5. Effect of IPA and TBA on the degradation of BZF. Conditions: [BZF]₀ = 10 µM, [Fe\textsuperscript{3+}]₀ = 50 µM, [PS]₀ = 50 µM, current intensity = 50 mA, [Na\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4}]₀ = 25 mM, and initial pH = 3.](image-url)
As a non-radical oxidizing species, $^{1}\text{O}_2$ is commonly generated in many AOPs, including those based on PS [35]. It exhibits prominent selectivity for degrading substances and plays an important role in the removal of contaminants with electron-rich chemical bonds [36]. Furfuryl alcohol (FFA) is commonly employed as a scavenger for $^{1}\text{O}_2$ due to its high reaction rate constant with $^{1}\text{O}_2$ ($1.2 \times 10^8 \text{M}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1}$) [35]. Therefore, the effect of FFA on BZF degradation in the EC/Fe$^{3+}$/PS process was examined, and the outcomes are depicted in Figure 6. As seen, upon introducing 0.5 mM of FFA into the system, there was a marked reduction in BZF degradation from an initial rate of 98.8% to 28.2%. With a further increase in FFA concentration, the removal of BZF was almost completely inhibited, indicating that $^{1}\text{O}_2$ may also play a role in BZF degradation in the EC/Fe$^{3+}$/PS process. The generation of $^{1}\text{O}_2$ involves a two-step process. In the first step, dissolved oxygen in water can undergo direct single-electron reduction at the cathode or react with Fe$^{2+}$ to yield $\text{O}_2^•$ (Equations (14) and (15)). In the second step, the $\text{O}_2^•$ species subsequently reacts with either H$_2$O or •OH, resulting in the formation of $^{1}\text{O}_2$ (Equations (16) and (17)) [37].

\[
\text{O}_2 + e^- \rightarrow \text{O}_2^• \quad (14)
\]

\[
\text{Fe}^{2+} + \text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{O}_2^• + \text{Fe}^{3+} \quad (15)
\]

\[
\text{O}_2^• + \text{OH} \rightarrow ^{1}\text{O}_2 + \text{OH}^- \quad (16)
\]

\[
\text{O}_2^• + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow ^{1}\text{O}_2 + \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 + 2\text{OH}^- \quad (17)
\]

Recently, Fe(IV) has also been recognized as a significant ROS in the Fe$^{2+}$/PS system (Equation (18)) [38]. Wang and colleagues [38] used PMSO as an indicator to confirm the formation of Fe(IV) species within the EC/Fe$^{2+}$/PS reaction setup. Figure 7 presents the changes in the concentrations of PMSO and PMSO$_2$ throughout the reaction. Here, $\Delta$(PMSO) and $\Delta$(PMSO$_2$) denote the respective changes in the concentrations of PMSO and PMSO$_2$ during the reaction. The value of $\Delta$(PMSO) continuously increased from 0 to 14.9 µM, indicating the rapid oxidation of PMSO in the system. However, the value of
Δ(PMSO₂) detected within 30 min of the reaction remained below 1 µM, suggesting that the generation of Fe(IV) formed during the reaction is limited. Therefore, the contribution of Fe(IV) to BZF degradation can be considered negligible.

![Figure 7](image)

**Figure 7.** The variations in PMSO and PMSO₂ concentrations in the EC/Fe³+/PS system. Conditions: [BZF]₀ = 10 µM, [PMSO]₀ = 25 µM, [Fe³⁺]₀ = 50 µM, [PS]₀ = 50 µM, current intensity = 50 mA, [Na₂SO₄]₀ = 25 mM, and initial pH = 3.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{S}_2\text{O}_8^{2-} + \text{Fe}^{2+} + \text{H}_2\text{O} &\rightarrow \text{Fe}^{IV} \cdot \text{O}^{2-} + 2\text{SO}_4^{2-} + 2\text{H}^+ \\
(18)
\end{align*}
\]

3.4. Effect of Water Matrix

The existence of inorganic anions and natural organic matter (NOM) may influence the degradation efficiency of specific pollutants when subjected to AOPs. The extent to which these constituents enhance or inhibit the process depends on the inherent properties of the individual compounds and their interactions with the reactive radicals generated during the treatment [39]. Therefore, the effect of different water matrix components such as HCO₃⁻ (0–10 mM), Cl⁻ (0–10 mM), and humic acids (HA, 0–10 mg/L) on the degradation of BZF was investigated (Figure 8).
Figure 8. Effect of (a) \( \text{HCO}_3^- \); (b) \( \text{Cl}^- \); and (c) \( \text{HA} \) on the degradation of BZF in the EC/Fe\(^{3+}\)/PS process. Conditions: \([\text{BZF}]_0 = 10 \, \mu\text{M}, [\text{Fe}^{3+}]_0 = 50 \, \mu\text{M}, [\text{PS}]_0 = 50 \, \mu\text{M}, \text{current intensity} = 50 \, \text{mA}, [\text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4]_0 = 25 \, \text{mM}, \) and initial pH = 3.

As shown in Figure 8a, when 1, 5, and 10 mM of \( \text{HCO}_3^- \) were added, the degradation efficiency of BZF in the EC/Fe\(^{3+}\)/PS system at 30 min decreased to 91.5%, 85.0%, and 77.9%, respectively, compared to the system without any additive (98.8%). This decrease can be attributed to the rapid capture of the dominant •OH and \( \text{SO}_4\text{●}^- \) species by \( \text{HCO}_3^- \), leading to the formation of \( \text{CO}_3\text{●}^- \), according to Equations (19) and (20). However, \( \text{CO}_3\text{●}^- \) has a lower oxidation capacity than •OH and \( \text{SO}_4\text{●}^- \), resulting in a lower efficiency of BZF degradation \[40\].

The roles of \( \text{Cl}^- \) in BZF degradation are depicted in Figure 8b, and it is important to note that \( \text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4 \) was used as a supporting electrolyte in the system. \( \text{Cl}^- \), similar to \( \text{HCO}_3^- \), exhibited inhibitory effects on BZF degradation, but to a slightly lesser extent. There is controversy regarding the impact of \( \text{Cl}^- \) on the degradation of organic pollutants in electrochemical systems. \( \text{Cl}^- \) undergoes an oxidation process at the surface of the DSA anode, which results in the formation of \( \text{Cl}_2 \) (Equation (21)). Subsequently, the \( \text{Cl}_2 \) rapidly hydrolyzes, giving rise to free chlorine species (Equation (22)), which could potentially enhance the targeted pollutant degradation \[41\]. However, on the other hand, the presence of \( \text{Cl}^- \) can also have negative effects on \( \text{SO}_4\text{●}^- \)-based AOPs \[42\]. \( \text{Cl}^- \) can react with •OH and \( \text{SO}_4\text{●}^- \) to generate various reactive species, including \( \text{Cl}^\ast, \text{ClO}H^\ast, \) and \( \text{Cl}_2^\ast \), as shown in Equations (23)–(26) \[42,43\]. These reactive species exhibit a weaker oxidative capacity and consequently result in lower BZF degradation efficiency. Furthermore, an excessive amount of chloride can induce a more pronounced chlorine evolution, which in turn results in a reduction in the anode potential through a process named the “potentiostatic buffering
phenomenon” [44]. Additionally, the formation of electrogendared chlorate (ClO$_3^-$), perchlorate (ClO$_4^-$), and peroxide compounds can further impact the degradation efficiency of pollutants unfavorably [45].

Humic acid (HA), a principal constituent of NOM and a prevalent substance in water resources, can exert a significant impact on the degradation efficacy of targeted pollutants within AOPs [46]. As shown in Figure 8c, when the HA concentration was increased from 0 to 10 mg/L, there was a remarkable decrease in the BZF degradation efficiency of the EC/Fe$^{3+}$/PS process, dropping from 98.8% to 40.1%. This decrease could be due to HA competitively consuming reactive species like free radicals, thereby impeding the degradation of BZF [47].

\[
\begin{align*}
HCO_3^- + \text{OH} & \rightarrow CO_3^{2-} + H_2O, \quad k = 8.5 \times 10^6 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \quad (19) \\
HCO_3^- + SO_4^{2-} & \rightarrow SO_4^{2-} + CO_3^{2-} + H^+ \quad k = 1.6 \times 10^6 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \quad (20) \\
2Cl^- - 2e^- & \rightarrow Cl_2 \quad (21)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
Cl_2 + H_2O & \rightarrow HOCl + HCl \quad (22) \\
Cl^- + SO_4^{2-} & \rightarrow SO_4^{2-} + Cl^- \quad k = 6.1 \times 10^8 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \quad (23) \\
Cl^- + \text{OH} & \rightarrow ClOH^- \quad k = 4.3 \times 10^9 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \quad (24) \\
ClOH^- & \rightarrow Cl^- + \text{OH} \quad k = 6.1 \times 10^8 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \quad (25) \\
Cl^- + Cl^- & \rightarrow Cl_2 \quad k = 6.5 \times 10^9 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \quad (26)
\end{align*}
\]

3.5. Products Identification and Degradation Pathways

To gain deeper insight into the BZF degradation mechanism within the EC/Fe$^{3+}$/PS system, intermediate degradation products (DPs) were identified via LC/TOF/MS. Details regarding DPs’ retention times, mass-to-charge (m/z) ratios, and molecular structures are specified in Table 1. Additionally, the MS$^2$ spectra of BZF and its DPs are presented in Figure S1. Drawing from the identified intermediates and referencing the prior studies [5,48], the possible degradation pathways for BZF in the EC/Fe$^{3+}$/PS system are proposed in Figure 9. Generally, BZF was degraded in the EC/Fe$^{3+}$/PS system through four primary routes: (i) The hydroxylation of the aromatic ring structure. BZF features two aromatic rings, offering numerous potential sites for hydroxylation. Prior research indicates that the isosurface of the HOMO orbital was predominantly located on the phenoxoaromatic acid moiety of BZF, predisposing it to attack by radicals and leading to the formation of DP1. Subsequently, DP1 underwent a ring-opening reaction to yield DP2, which, upon further oxidation, resulted in the formation of DP3. (ii) The cleavage of the amino bond. The amino group (-NH-) was attacked to generate DP4 and DP5. (iii) Dechlorination. Here, BZF underwent oxidative dechlorination, resulting in the formation of DP6. (iv) Fibrate chain removal. The fibrate chain of BZF was replaced by a hydroxyl group (-OH), producing DP7. DP7 was then further oxidized to form either DP8 or DP9. These pathways high-

\[
\begin{align*}
HCO_3^- + \text{OH} & \rightarrow CO_3^{2-} + H_2O, \quad k = 8.5 \times 10^6 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \quad (19) \\
HCO_3^- + SO_4^{2-} & \rightarrow SO_4^{2-} + CO_3^{2-} + H^+ \quad k = 1.6 \times 10^6 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \quad (20) \\
2Cl^- - 2e^- & \rightarrow Cl_2 \quad (21)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
Cl_2 + H_2O & \rightarrow HOCl + HCl \quad (22) \\
Cl^- + SO_4^{2-} & \rightarrow SO_4^{2-} + Cl^- \quad k = 6.1 \times 10^8 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \quad (23) \\
Cl^- + \text{OH} & \rightarrow ClOH^- \quad k = 4.3 \times 10^9 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \quad (24) \\
ClOH^- & \rightarrow Cl^- + \text{OH} \quad k = 6.1 \times 10^8 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \quad (25) \\
Cl^- + Cl^- & \rightarrow Cl_2 \quad k = 6.5 \times 10^9 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \quad (26)
\end{align*}
\]
light the multifaceted nature of BZF degradation within the EC/Fe\textsuperscript{3+}/PS system, encompassing a range of structural modifications, from hydroxylation to the loss of functional groups.

**Table 1.** Summary of major degradation products of BZF identified by LC/TOF/MS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DPs</th>
<th>Rt (min)</th>
<th>m/z</th>
<th>Molecular Formula</th>
<th>Structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BZF</td>
<td>12.903</td>
<td>362.1161</td>
<td>C\textsubscript{19}H\textsubscript{20}ClNO\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="BZF Structure" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP1</td>
<td>14.097</td>
<td>376.0943</td>
<td>C\textsubscript{19}H\textsubscript{20}ClNO\textsubscript{5}</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="DP1 Structure" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP2</td>
<td>10.110</td>
<td>266.0589</td>
<td>C\textsubscript{13}H\textsubscript{12}ClNO\textsubscript{3}</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="DP2 Structure" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP3</td>
<td>17.798</td>
<td>282.2052</td>
<td>C\textsubscript{13}H\textsubscript{12}ClNO\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="DP3 Structure" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP4</td>
<td>10.669</td>
<td>224.1630</td>
<td>C\textsubscript{12}H\textsubscript{17}NO\textsubscript{3}</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="DP4 Structure" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP5</td>
<td>11.910</td>
<td>158.1545</td>
<td>C\textsubscript{7}H\textsubscript{5}ClO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="DP5 Structure" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP6</td>
<td>6.323</td>
<td>344.2293</td>
<td>C\textsubscript{10}H\textsubscript{21}NO\textsubscript{3}</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="DP6 Structure" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP7</td>
<td>11.227</td>
<td>276.0795</td>
<td>C\textsubscript{15}H\textsubscript{14}ClNO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="DP7 Structure" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP8</td>
<td>10.048</td>
<td>292.0745</td>
<td>C\textsubscript{15}H\textsubscript{14}ClNO\textsubscript{3}</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="DP8 Structure" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP9</td>
<td>12.717</td>
<td>292.0745</td>
<td>C\textsubscript{15}H\textsubscript{14}ClNO\textsubscript{3}</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="DP9 Structure" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.6. Toxicity Evaluation

The Ecological Structure–Activity Relationship (ECOSAR) model, developed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), is a useful tool for predicting the acute and chronic aquatic toxicities of pollutants to fish, daphnids, and green algae based on their chemical structure [49]. The molecular structures of BZF and its intermediate products obtained through an LC/TOF/MS analysis were inputted into the ECOSAR program (Version 2.2) and subsequently converted into predicted outcomes through theoretical computations. Figure 10 and Table S1 show the predicted acute and chronic toxicities of the degradation products of BZF, as determined by the ECOSAR program.
The acute toxicity of BZF was found to be 17.6 mg/L for fish, 12.2 mg/L for daphnids, and 4.87 mg/L for green algae. Meanwhile, the chronic toxicity values for BZF to these organisms were determined to be 0.618 mg/L for fish, 4.62 mg/L for daphnids, and 8.4 mg/L for green algae, respectively. This suggests that BZF exhibits a more pronounced chronic toxicity to fish and daphnids, whereas its acute toxicity to green algae is stronger than its chronic toxicity.

In accordance with the Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labeling of Chemicals (GHS), organic compounds are classified into four categories based on their chronic toxicity (ChV), half-effective concentration (EC50), and half-lethal concentration (LC50): very toxic (less than 1 mg/L), toxic (1 to 10 mg/L), harmful (10 to 100 mg/L), and not harmful (greater than 100 mg/L) [46]. Most of the detected degradation products showed a decrease in acute toxicity compared to BZF, except for DP7, which was still classified as “toxic” to all three aquatic species. In addition, despite the decrease in acute toxicity compared to their parent compounds, DP1, DP8, and DP9 were still classified as “toxic” to fish and daphnids, while DP8 and DP9 were also classified as “toxic” to green algae. In terms of chronic toxicity, most DPs also exhibited a decrease compared to BZF. However, DP7, DP8, and DP9 were more toxic than BZF to daphnids and green algae, with DP7 being classified as “very toxic”. In addition, DP1 was also classified as “toxic” to both fish and daphnid. By comparing the structures of these DPs, the control of BZF toxicity by the EC/Fe\textsuperscript{3+}/PS process occurs through processes such as the cleavage of the amino bond, dechlorination, and ring opening. However, the hydroxylation process has the potential to increase the toxicity of DPs. A previous study has also indicated that incorporating hydroxyl groups into the precursor resulted in increased toxicity, which was attributed to the enhanced reactivity of these degradation products [50].

4. Conclusions

This study has demonstrated that the EC/Fe\textsuperscript{3+}/PS process is an effective approach for the elimination of micropollutants, including BZF, from aqueous solutions. Fe\textsuperscript{3+} could be rapidly reduced to Fe\textsuperscript{2+} at the cathode, which could maintain a proper Fe\textsuperscript{2+} level in the system that continuously activates PS to generate radicals to effectively degrade BZF. The radical scavenging tests showed that the major oxidizing species in the EC/Fe\textsuperscript{3+}/PS system include both radicals (SO\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{\bullet−} and •OH) and non-radicals (\textit{O}_2). Optimum parameters exist, including current intensity, Fe\textsuperscript{3+} concentration, PS dosage, and initial pH, for the removal of BZF by the EC/Fe\textsuperscript{3+}/PS process. Up to a 98.8% removal of BZF by the EC/Fe\textsuperscript{3+}/PS process within 30 min can be achieved under the optimum conditions. The water matrix always exerted a negative effect on BZF degradation. Four possible BZF degradation pathways,
including the hydroxylation of the aromatic ring, the cleavage of the amino bond, oxidation dechlorination, and the removal of the fibrate chain, were proposed based on the LC/TOF/MS analysis. According to toxicity predictions made using the ECOSAR software (Version 2.2), the EC/Fe²⁺/PS process generally decreased the toxicity of the BZF solution to three test aquatic species, including fish, daphnids, and green algae. This research not only deepens the understanding of the kinetics and mechanism behind BZF degradation via the EC/Fe²⁺/PS process but also highlights the potential of this approach for the removal of micropollutants from water.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/w16050649/s1: Figure S1: The MS² spectrum of BZF and its DP's and Table S1: Acute and chronic toxicity of BZF and its degradation products.
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